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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
CONTROLLING MIXTURE OF FRESH AND 

RECIRCULATED AIR IN AVEHICLE 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue; a claim printed with strikethrough indi 
cates that the claim was canceled, disclaimed, or held 
invalid by a prior post-patent action or proceeding. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention is directed to the field of air condi 

tioning systems, particularly vehicle air conditioning sys 
temS. 

2. Description of Related Art 
Vehicles are commonly equipped with air conditioning 

systems so as to provide comfort to the vehicle's driver and 
passengers on hot Summer days. An air conditioning system 
includes an air compressor which is powered by the vehicle's 
motor, for driving a highly-Volatile refrigerant through a sys 
tem that includes a condenser, an expansion valve and an 
evaporator, as is well known. In a typical vehicle air condi 
tioning system, fresh outside air is brought into the system 
and cooled down, after which it is blown into the vehicle 
cabin. 

Several conditions influence the performance and effi 
ciency of an air conditioning system, Such as ambient tem 
perature and humidity. Under hot, humid ambient conditions, 
the air conditioning system performs work to cool down and 
remove moisture from the fresh air to obtain a desired tem 
perature and humidity within the vehicle. This fresh air is 
continually being added to the already-cooled air in the 
vehicle cabin. Since air is continually flowing in, the air 
conditioning system creates a positive pressure within the 
vehicle cabin, and so the already-cooled and dried air is 
continually seeping out of the vehicle cabin, resulting in air 
cooling losses. Thus, the air conditioning must perform con 
stant work just to maintain a desired level oftemperature and 
humidity within the vehicle cabin. 

However, a vehicle air conditioning system is powered by 
the vehicle engine, and so the increased operation of the air 
conditioning system contributes to the engine load, which 
results in the consumption of additional fuel, thereby reduc 
ing fuel efficiency. It has therefore been previously contem 
plated to recirculate the already-cooled air in the vehicle 
cabin into the air conditioning system. This approach main 
tains the temperature and humidity level of already-cooled 
air, and reduces the cabin air cooling losses, and thereby 
reduces the load of freshair coming into the system. As shown 
in FIG. 1A, a typical air conditioner blower case 10 of this 
type operates in a “fresh air mode where a first damper 12 
and a second damper 14 are both opened to a first position to 
allow fresh air from outside the vehicle cabin to enter the 
blower case 10. Incoming fresh airflows past the dampers 12, 
14, through a subjacent filter 17, and the blower fan 16, and 
into the passenger compartment. In a “recirculation” mode, as 
shown in FIG. 1B, the first damper 12 and second damper 14 
are both opened to a second position to allow air from inside 
the vehicle cabin to be drawn into the blower case 10 and 
through the filter 17 by the blowerfan 16, and then returned to 
the passenger compartment. When the dampers 12, 14 are in 
this second position, they make contact with a rail 18, formed 
in the top of the blower case 10. The rail 18 insures an air-tight 
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2 
seal against the fresh air coming in from the outside the 
vehicle, and only allows vehicle cabin air to recirculate into 
the blower case 10. However, the rail 18 is spaced vertically 
from the filter 17, and does not serve to effectively separate 
the two incoming air streams. While this is not a problem 
when the both dampers are in the fresh or recirculation posi 
tions, this lack of separation of the two incoming air streams 
makes it practically impossible to have a partial recirculation 
of cabin air. 

With standards and regulations governing clean air and fuel 
conservation, it is highly desirable to reduce fuel consump 
tion wherever possible, particularly if this goal can be attained 
without a reduction in performance or end-user expectations. 
It would be highly desirable to control the amount of recir 
culated air, and/or provide a mixture of recirculated and fresh 
air, for the purpose of reducing air cooling losses under a 
variety of ambient environmental conditions. However, it has 
heretofore not been possible to selectively control quantities 
of recirculated and fresh air. For example, in the known sys 
tem shown in FIGS. 1A and 1B, if vehicle cabin air is recir 
culated into the blower case 10 by opening one damper to the 
second position (recirculation) while the other damper is in 
the first position (fresh) when the vehicle is moving quickly, 
the fresh air flow produced by the vehicle's motion is much 
more powerful than the blower fan 16, thereby swamping out 
the recirculation airflow. More specifically, due to the lack of 
a sealing connection between the blower box and the filter 17, 
the incoming fresh air stream is not isolated or contained to 
the subjacent portion ofht filter, but rather flows under the rail 
18 and flows through the entire filter surface. Therefore, in the 
prior art it is very difficult to control the flow of fresh air and 
the benefit of the recirculated air is not obtained. 

Moreover, partial recirculation (i.e., returning air to the 
cabin consisting of a portion of fresh air and a portion of 
recirculated air) is not possible in the prior art construction. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The difficulties and drawbacks associated with previous 
systems are overcome by the blower system for a vehicle air 
conditioning system and method of operation, in accordance 
with the present invention. The present system includes a 
blower case for receiving air to be circulated into a vehicle 
cabin, with first and second dampers, each for selectively 
varying between a recirculation position for recirculating 
vehicle cabin air into the blower case and a fresh position for 
introduction of fresh air from outside the vehicle into the 
blower case. An implementation is provided for calculating 
an outlet temperature of a vehicle air conditioning system. A 
control system is provided for moving the first and second 
dampers in response to the calculated outlet temperature. 
The control system moves the first and second dampers 

between a first or fresh position for introduction of fresh air 
from outside the vehicle into the blower case, and moves the 
other damper to a second or recirculation position, so as to 
recirculate vehicle cabin air back into the blower case. 
As will be realized, the invention is capable of other and 

different embodiments and its several details are capable of 
modifications in various respects, all without departing from 
the invention. Accordingly, the drawings and description are 
to be regarded as illustrative and not restrictive. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIGS. 1A and 1B depict a standard method for selecting 
between fresh air and recirculated air in a vehicle air condi 
tioning system. 
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FIGS. 2A, 2B, 2C and 2D depictablower case arrangement 
and method for selecting between fresh air and recirculated 
air and also providing a controlled mixture thereof in a 
vehicle air conditioning system, in accordance with the 
present invention. 

FIG. 3 is an illustration showing the general configuration 
of a vehicle with an air conditioning system operating in 
accordance with the present method. 

FIG. 4 is a graph depicting the energy savings available 
through the method of the present invention. 

FIG. 5 is a control logic schematic depicting a method of 
controlling a mixture of fresh air and recirculated air in accor 
dance with the present invention. 

FIG. 6 is a block diagram indicating the general operation 
of the control system in accordance with the present inven 
tion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

As shown for example, FIGS. 2A-2D, a blower system 20 
for a vehicle air conditioning system is disclosed. A blower 
case 22 is provided for receiving air to be circulated into a 
vehicle cabin. A first damper 24 is pivotally mounted to the 
blower case 22 for movement between a recirculation posi 
tion for recirculating vehicle cabin air into the blower case 22 
and a fresh position for introduction of fresh air from outside 
the vehicle into the blower case. A second damper 26 is also 
pivotally mounted to the blower case 22 for movement 
between a recirculation position for recirculating vehicle 
cabin air into the blower case 22 and a fresh position for 
introduction of fresh air from outside the vehicle into the 
blower case 22. The first and second dampers 24, 26 are 
shown in the first or fresh position in FIG. 2A and in the 
second or recirculation position in FIG. 2C. In FIG. 2B, the 
first damper 24 is in the second or recirculation position while 
the second damper 26 is in the first or fresh position. It should 
be appreciated that the dampers 24, 26 are preferably moved 
between the fresh and recirculation positions using computer 
controlled electronic actuators, though any other Suitable 
arrangement can be implemented without departing from the 
invention. 
The blower case 22 also includes a first access port 30 for 

receiving a first air stream into the blower case 22. A second 
access port 32 is provided for receiving a second air stream 
into the blower case 22. The first and second dampers 24, 26 
respectively regulate access to the first and second access 
ports 30, 32 between the recirculation and fresh positions. As 
best shown in the detail view of FIG. 2D, a rail 34a is used to 
provide a sealing surface for the dampers 24, 26. The rail 34a 
includes a sealing member 34b for sealing off the first and 
second access ports 30, 32, thereby providing fluid separation 
between the first and second air streams. 
An air filter 36a is provided relatively beneath the dampers 

24, 26 and rail 34a. As indicated by the arrow, the filter 36a 
slides in through the side of the blower case 22, so as to be 
inserted in a direction transverse to the air flow. The air filter 
36a includes a corresponding seal 36b that makes contact 
with the sealing member 34b of the rail 34a, to help further 
maintain separation of the air streams. 
The air filter seal 36b preferably extends from a top of the 

air filter 36a, at which point the seal 36b sealingly engages the 
lower end of the rail sealing member 34b, to a bottom surface 
of the air filter 36a, and thereby effectively divides or sepa 
rates the air filter 36a into two air filter sections. By this 
construction, the incoming air streams are kept separated 
from one another until passing through the filter 36a, as 
described more fully hereinafter. In this way, the recirculation 
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4 
air can be introduced into the blower case 22 without being 
swamped out by the greaterflow of freshair resulting from the 
movement of the vehicle. 
As a result of the blower system structure disclosed above, 

the present blower system 20 allows a method of partial 
recirculation of the vehicle cabin air, where a portion of fresh 
air is drawn in and mixed with a recirculated portion of the 
vehicle cabin air, as shown in FIGS. 2A, 2B and 2C. This is 
done so as to efficiently manage the level of temperature and 
humidity in response to a user's preferences, as will be set 
forth in detail below. The first access port 30 is preferably 
configured so as to be a primary recirculated airport, so that 
this port 30 is relied upon to receive the majority of the 
recirculated air from the vehicle cabin. The second access 
port 32 is configured so as to be a primary fresh airport, so 
that this port 32 is relied upon to receive the majority of the 
outside fresh air. 

In order to control the flow of fresh outside air, the first and 
second access ports 30, 32 are configured to allow a greater 
flow of recirculated air into the blower case 22. As especially 
shown in FIG. 2D, the primary recirculated air port 30 is a 
relatively larger port, and wherein the primary fresh airport 
32 is relatively smaller than the primary recirculated airport 
30. Also, the air filter 36a includes a first filtersection36d and 
a second filter section36e, divided or separated by the sealing 
member 36b, as described hereinbefore. The first filter sec 
tion 36d cooperates with, and receives air from, the primary 
recirculated air port 30, while the second filter section 36e 
cooperates with, and receives air from, the primary fresh air 
port 32. Thus, the first filter section 36d is larger than the 
second filter section 36e, so as to provide a relatively larger 
fluid aperture for recirculated air flow and a smaller fluid 
aperture for the higher-pressure fresh air flow, and thereby 
restrict the volume of fresh air. In this way, the flow of high 
pressure fresh air into the blower case 22 is reduced to a 
desired level, allowing a greater level of flow through the 
primary recirculated airport 30. 
The present method and apparatus can be especially advan 

tageous on a hot, humidday. In an example as shown in FIG. 
3, a quantity of fresh air may be brought in having a tempera 
ture of 30° C. and a relative humidity of 60%. A quantity of 
vehicle cabin air may be recirculated, having a temperature of 
24°C. and a relative humidity of 33%. 
When these two air streams are mixed together in the 

blower case, the combined air stream has a temperature of 27° 
C. and a relative humidity of 45%. Vehicle temperature and 
humidity may be monitored with a sensor 40 for measuring 
one or both of cabin temperature and humidity. A sensor of 
this type is disclosed in U.S. Ser. Nos. 10/881,347 and 10/881, 
406, the disclosures of which are hereby incorporated by 
reference. Although the sensor 40 is shown in the rear of the 
cabin, the sensor 40 can be placed anywhere in the vehicle 
cabin, so as to measure the temperature and humidity distri 
bution over the extent of the passenger area. Thus, the 
decrease of fresh air input into the system results in less work 
needing to be performed by the air conditioning system to 
maintain the cabin comfort level, with a resulting increase in 
fuel efficiency. The graph of FIG. 4 depicts the amount of 
horsepower consumed by the present method and apparatus 
as a function of ambient temperature. As indicated, a pro 
posed level of about 20% fresh air would provide a desirable 
savings in horsepower over a range of ambient temperatures. 

FIG. 5 shows a method of controlling the recirculation of 
air in the vehicle cabin to reduce compressor load in the 
vehicle air conditioning system. It should be appreciated that 
the present method can be enabled by any suitable implemen 
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tation of hardware, software or firmware that could be used, 
without departing from the present invention. 
A preferred computer-implemented control system 70 is 

shown in FIG. 6. The method includes the steps of calculating 
an outlet temperature, a “temperature at outlet” (TAO) of a 
vehicle air conditioning system, i.e. the temperature at the 
outlet of the air conditioning vents in the vehicle interior or 
cabin. 

In this regard it is noted that TAO is a calculated value of 
outlet temperature, a term that is well known in the art and 
may be based upon a number of parameters, such as sensed 
cabin temperature, Solar load, ambient temperature, etc., but 
is primarily based upon the desired cabin temperature set 
point input by the user. It is also known in the art that the 
calculated outlet temperature (TAO) is commonly used in the 
automatic mode of operation to control fan speed and vent 
selection. This control setting can be modified in some por 
tions of the control system to provide for improved response, 
so as to help achieve a desired level of perceived comfort on 
the part of the driver and passengers in the vehicle cabin. 

In the present method and control system, as shown in 
FIGS. 5 and 6, a calculating implementation 72 is used to 
calculate the outlet temperature. A determination is made 
whether the calculated outlet temperature is above a prede 
termined outlet temperature. 

In step 52, if the calculated outlet temperature is below the 
predetermined outlet temperature, i.e. below -10°C., a first 
control implementation 74 moves the dampers 24, 26 to the 
recirculation position, cutting off fresh air and thereby per 
mitting only the recirculation of the air in the vehicle cabin 
(FIG.2A). On the other hand, if in step 52 TAO is found to be 
above the first predetermined temperature (i.e. -10°C.), then, 
in step 56, TAO is compared to a second predetermined tem 
perature, which in this example is 40°C. 

If the calculated outlet temperature (TAO) is above this 
second predetermined outlet temperature, a third control 
implementation 76 moves the dampers 24, 26 to the second or 
fresh position (step 58) so as to only introduce fresh air into 
the vehicle air conditioning system (FIG. 2C). On the other 
hand, if the measured outlet temperature is determined to be 
above the first predetermined outlet temperature but below 
the second predetermined outlet temperature, a second con 
trol implementation 78 moves the second damper 26 to a fresh 
position and selectively moves the first damper 24 to either 
the fresh position as above, or the recirculation position, so as 
to provide a mixture of fresh and recirculated air as shown in 
(FIG. 2B), in response to a predetermined environmental 
condition, preferably relative humidity. The relative humidity 
in the vehicle cabin is measured with the sensor 40, in step 60. 
A humidity-responsive control implementation 80 is used 

to move the dampers 24, 26 in response to various humidity 
conditions. If, in step 60, measured relative humidity is deter 
mined to be below a predetermined level, i.e. 25%, the humid 
ity-responsive control implementation 80 includes a first 
operative implementation 82 which, in step 59, moves damp 
ers 24, 26 to the second or fresh position so that only fresh air 
is introduced into the vehicle air conditioning system. If in 
step 60 the measured relative humidity is determined to be 
above the predetermined level, the humidity-responsive con 
trol implementation 80 includes a second operative imple 
mentation 84 that controls the position of the dampers 24, 26 
based upon vehicle speed and blower motor Voltage, as shown 
in the graph of step 62. 
More specifically, a PARTIAL region 64 is established 

where partial recirculation is enabled for a range of vehicle 
speeds and blower Voltages corresponding user air condition 
ing set points. In the PARTIAL region 64 the first damper 24 
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6 
is in the recirculation position while the second damper 26 is 
in the fresh position. A FRESH region 66 is established for a 
range of blower voltages and vehicle speeds where only fresh 
airis introduced, whereby both dampers 24, 26 are in the fresh 
position. 

In this way, the present method and system allows a tight 
control over fresh air inflow into the vehicle air conditioning 
system. In this way, the present method and system are able to 
reduce the load on the air conditioning compressor and the 
vehicle engine, without degrading perceived comfort. There 
fore, the present method and system enables an increase in 
fuel efficiency under a range of driving conditions. 
As described hereinabove, the present invention solves 

many problems associated with previous type devices. How 
ever, it will be appreciated that various changes in the details, 
materials and arrangements of parts which have been herein 
described and illustrated in order to explain the nature of the 
invention may be made by those skilled in the area within the 
principle and scope of the invention will be expressed in the 
appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. A method of controlling recirculation of air in a vehicle 

cabin to reduce compressor load in a vehicle air conditioning 
system, comprising the steps of 

measuring relative humidity within the vehicle cabin; 
measuring a speed of the vehicle; 
calculating an outlet temperature of the vehicle air condi 

tioning system; 
determining whether the calculated outlet temperature is 

above one of a first predetermined outlet temperature 
and a second predetermined outlet temperature, the sec 
ond predetermined outlettemperature being higher than 
the first predetermined outlet temperature; 

recirculating air in the vehicle cabin through the air condi 
tioning system when the calculated outlet temperature is 
below the first predetermined outlet temperature; 

introducing fresh air into the vehicle air conditioning sys 
tem and recirculating air from the vehicle cabin through 
the vehicle air conditioning system in response to the 
measured vehicle speed, when the calculated outlet tem 
perature is above the first predetermined outlet tempera 
ture and below the second predetermined outlet tem 
perature, and the measured relative humidity is above a 
predetermined level; 

introducing only fresh air into the vehicle air conditioning 
system when the calculated outlet temperature is above 
the first predetermined outlet temperature and below the 
second predetermined outlet temperature, and the mea 
sured relative humidity is below the predetermined 
level; and 

introducing only fresh air into the vehicle air conditioning 
system when the calculated outlet temperature is above 
the second predetermined outlet temperature. 

2. The method claim 1, wherein the step of introducing 
fresh air into the vehicle air conditioning system and recircu 
lating air from the vehicle cabin through the vehicle air con 
ditioning system in response to the measured vehicle speed 
comprises one of 

introducing both fresh air and recirculated cabin air into the 
vehicle air conditioning system; and 

introducing only fresh air into the vehicle air conditioning 
system. 

3. A method of controlling air circulation in a blower case 
in a vehicle air conditioning system to reduce compressor 
load, comprising the steps of 

calculating an outlet temperature of the vehicle air condi 
tioning system; 
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determining whether the calculated outlet temperature is 
above one of a first predetermined outlet temperature 
and a second predetermined outlet temperature, the sec 
ond predetermined outlet temperature being higher than 
the first predetermined outlet temperature; 

opening a first damper and a second damper to a recircu 
lation position so as to recirculate vehicle cabin air into 
the blower case when the calculated outlet temperature 
is below the first predetermined outlet temperature: 

opening both the first and second dampers to a fresh posi 
tion that introduces only fresh air into the blower case 
when the calculated outlet temperature is above the sec 
ond predetermined outlet temperature; and 

opening one of the first damper and the second damper to 
the fresh position and selectively opening the other of 
the first and second dampers to one of the fresh position 
and the recirculation position, so as to selectively intro 
duce either only fresh air or a mixture of fresh and 
recirculated vehicle cabin air into the blower case, in 
response to an at least one predetermined condition 
when the calculated outlet temperature is above the first 
predetermined outlet temperature, but below the second 
predetermined outlet temperature. 

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the at least one prede 
termined condition includes humidity and, when the calcu 
lated outlet temperature is above the first predetermined out 
let temperatures, but below the second predetermined outlet 
temperature, performing the additional steps of: 

measuring the relative humidity within the vehicle cabin; 
measuring a speed of the vehicle; 
opening both the first and second dampers to the fresh 

position, to introduce only fresh air into the vehicle air 
conditioning system when the measured relative humid 
ity is below a predetermined level; and 

opening at least one of the first and second dampers to the 
fresh position to introduce fresh air into the vehicle air 
conditioning system in response to the measured vehicle 
speed when the measured relative humidity is above the 
predetermined level. 

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the step of opening at 
least one of the first and second dampers to the fresh position, 
further comprises one of: 

opening one of the first damper and the second damper to 
the fresh position for introduction of fresh air from out 
side the vehicle into the vehicle air conditioning system, 
and opening the respective other of the first damper and 
second damper to the recirculation position, so as to 
recirculate at least a remainder of vehicle cabin air into 
the vehicle air conditioning system in response to a first 
predetermined vehicle speed; and 

opening both the first and second dampers to the fresh 
position, for introducing only fresh air into the vehicle 
air conditioning system in response to a second prede 
termined vehicle speed. 

6. A blower system for a vehicle air conditioning system, 
comprising: 

a blower case for receiving air to be circulated into a 
vehicle cabin; 

first and second dampers, each of said dampers being selec 
tively movable between a recirculation position for 
recirculating vehicle cabin air into the blower case and a 
fresh position for introducing fresh air from outside the 
vehicle into the blower case; and 

a control system for moving the first and second dampers 
individually between the recirculation and fresh posi 
tions in response to a calculated outlet temperature, 
wherein the control system comprises: 
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8 
a calculating implementation for calculating the outlet 

temperature of the vehicle air conditioning system; 
a first control implementation for moving each of the 

first and second dampers to the recirculation position 
when the calculated outlet temperature is below a first 
predetermined outlet temperature; 

a second control implementation for moving one of the 
first and second dampers to the fresh position, and for 
selectively moving the other of the first and second 
dampers to the fresh position or the recirculation posi 
tion, in response to a predetermined environmental 
condition, wherein the predetermined environmental 
condition is not the first or second predetermined 
outlet temperature; and 

a third control implementation for opening both the first 
and second dampers to the fresh position when the 
calculated outlet temperature is above the second pre 
determined outlet temperature. 

7. The blower system of claim 6, further comprising: 
a humidity sensor for measuring relative humidity within 

the vehicle cabin and generating a respective humidity 
signal, wherein the predetermined environmental con 
dition is humidity; 

a speed sensor for measuring a speed of the vehicle and 
generating a vehicle speed signal; and 

a humidity-responsive control implementation for receiv 
ing the humidity signal and the speed signal, and opera 
tive at the calculated outlet temperatures between the 
first and second predetermined outlet temperatures, 
wherein the humidity-responsive control implementa 
tion further comprises: 
a first operative implementation determining when the 

measured relative humidity is below a predetermined 
level, and activating the third control implementation 
for opening the first and second dampers to the fresh 
position so as to introduce only fresh air into the 
vehicle air conditioning system; and 

a second operative implementation determining when 
the measured relative humidity is above the predeter 
mined level, and activating the second control imple 
mentation for opening at least one of the first and 
second dampers to the fresh position, for introducing 
at least a portion of fresh air into the vehicle air con 
ditioning system in response to the measured vehicle 
speed. 

8. The blower system of claim 7, wherein the second opera 
tive implementation includes: 

a first speed responsive implementation for activating the 
second control implementation in response to a first 
predetermined speed; and 

a second speed responsive implementation for activating 
the third control implementation in response to a second 
predetermined speed. 

9. The blower system of claim 6, wherein the blower case 
further comprises: 

a first access port for directing a first air stream into the 
blower case; 

a second access port for directing a second air stream into 
the blower; and 

a sealing member between the first and second access ports 
for providing fluid separation between the first and sec 
ond air streams. 

10. The blower system of claim 9, wherein the first damper 
regulates access to the first access port between the recircu 
lation position and the fresh position, and wherein the second 
damper regulates access to the second access port between the 
recirculation position and the fresh position. 
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11. The blower system of claim 9, wherein one of the first 
and second access ports is configured so as to be a primary 
recirculated airport, and wherein the respective other of the 
first and second access ports is configured so as to be a 
primary fresh airport. 

12. The blower system of claim 11, wherein the primary 
recirculated airport is larger than the primary fresh airport in 
cross-sectional area to allow a greater flow of recirculated air 
than fresh air into the blower case. 

13. The blower system of claim 6, wherein the first and 
second dampers are each movably mounted to the blower case 
for selectively varying between the recirculation and fresh 
positions. 

14. A blower system for an air conditioning system of a 
vehicle, comprising: 

a blower fan, 
a blower case that houses the blower fan and defines first 
and second access ports for receiving first and second 
air streams, respectively, into the blower case, 

first and second dampers that independently move between 
a recirculation position and a fresh position and regu 
late access to the first and second access ports, respec 
tively, wherein the recirculation position allows vehicle 
cabin air to be recirculated into the blower case and the 
fresh position allows fresh air to be introduced from 
outside the vehicle into the blower case, 

an air filter disposed between the blower fan and the first 
and second dampers, the air filter including an air filter 
seal that separates the air filter into a first filter section 
and a second filter section for separately filtering the 
first and second air streams, respectively, the air filter 
seal extending through the filter between first and sec 
Ond surfaces of the filter; the air filter seal extending 
beyond the second surface of the filter and engaging a 
sealing member, and 

the sealing member for engagement with the first and sec 
Ond dampers, wherein the sealing member and the air 
filter seal are aligned with One another to fluidly sepa 
rate the first and second air streams so as to allow the 
first and second access ports to receive the vehicle cabin 
air when One of the first and second dampers is in the 
recirculation position. 

15. The blower system for an air conditioning system of a 
vehicle of claim 14, wherein the air filter is provided beneath 
the first and second dampers and the sealing member; and 
wherein the first and second surfaces of the filter are respec 
tively bottom and upper surfaces of the filter: 

16. The blower system for an air conditioning system of a 
vehicle of claim 14, wherein the sealing member has a first 
face that faces the first damper; a second face that faces the 
second damper, and a lower end that faces the air filter: 

17. The blower system for an air conditioning system of a 
vehicle of claim 14, wherein the air from the first and second 
access ports, separated and filtered in the first and second 
sections of the air filter, are mixed immediately downstream of 
the filter and upstream from the blower: 

18. A blower system for an air conditioning system of a 
vehicle, comprising: 

a blower, 
a blower case housing the blower and receiving air to be 

circulated into a vehicle cabin, 
a sealing member, 
first and second dampers each selectively movable between 

a recirculation position in which the damper contacts 
the sealing member and a fresh position in which the 

10 
damper does not contact the sealing member; the recir 
culation and fresh positions respectively recirculating 
vehicle cabin air and introducing fresh air from outside 
the vehicle, 

5 an air filter disposed between the sealing member and the 
blower, and 

a filter divider extending through the filter between first and 
second surfaces of the filter to form first and secondfilter 
sections for separately filtering first and second air 

10 streams in the filter, wherein the filter divider extends 
from the second surface offilter so as to be aligned with 
sealing member to fluidly separate the first and second 
air Streams. 

is 19. The blower system for an air conditioning system of a 
vehicle of claim 18, wherein the first and second air streams 
from the filter are mixed immediately downstream from the 
filter and upstream from the blower: 

20. A blower system for an air conditioning system of a 
20 vehicle, comprising: 

a blower case for receiving air to be circulated into a 
vehicle cabin, the blower case defining first and second 
access ports for receiving first and second air streams, 
respectively, into the blower case, 

a sealing member, 
first and second dampers, each of said dampers being 

selectively movable between a recirculation position in 
which said dampers contact the sealing member so that 
vehicle cabin air is recirculated into the blower case and 
a fresh position in which the dampers do not contact the 
sealing member so that fresh air is introduced from 
outside the vehicle into the blower case, 

an air filter that is provided beneath the first and second 
dampers and the sealing member; the air filter including 
a top surface that faces toward the sealing member and 
a bottom surface that is opposite the top surface and 
faces away from a lower end of the sealing member, 
wherein the air filter includes a seal that extends 
between the top surface and the bottom surface and 
extends from the top surface of the filter to contact the 
sealing member to filrther maintain separation of the 
first and second air streams, and 

a controller for moving One of the first and second dampers 
to the fresh position, and for selectively moving the other 
of the first and second dampers to the fresh position or 
the recirculation position. 

21. The blower system for an air conditioning system of a 
vehicle of claim 20, wherein the sealing member has a first 
face that faces the first damper and a second face that faces 
the second damper; and wherein the lower end faces the air 
filter: 

22. The blower system for an air conditioning system of a 
vehicle of claim 20, wherein the air filter includes a first filter 
section and a second filter section that are separated by the 
seal of the air filter. 

23. The blower system for an air conditioning system of a 
vehicle of claim 20, wherein the controller moves one of the 
first and second dampers to the fresh position, and selectively 
moves the other of the first and second dampers to the fresh 
position or the recirculation position, in response to a prede 
termined condition, wherein the predetermined condition 
includes humidity and vehicle speed. 
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